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Current deadlock control approaches for WS3PR (Weighted Systems of Simple Se-

quential Processes with Resources Requirement) suffer from incorrect liveness charac-
terization based on the concept of deadly marked siphons (DMS). We discover that 
nonlive transitions may exist even though there are no DMS. That is, the net model may 
be weakly live or in livelock states under no DMS. It is live under a new liveness condi-
tion: all siphons must be max*-controlled. We extend the liveness analysis for S 3PR 
(systems of simple sequential processes with resources) to WS 3PR (Weighted Systems of 
Simple Sequential Processes with Resources Requirement). We develop a new liveness 
condition called max*-controlled siphons to replace that of the absence of empty siphons. 
We propose further a deadlock control policy for WS 3PR by adding control nodes and 
arcs similar to that for S 3PR. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) offer a very promising approach to the in-
crease of productivity through state-of-the-art manufacturing technology. The modeling 
and control of FMS are part of the great challenge to the professionals in engineering, 
computer science, mathematics, and management. Petri net (PN) theory has been applied 
to specifications, validation, performance analysis, control code generation, and simula-
tion for FMS [1].   

Deadlock interrupts normal operation schedules significantly degrading the per-
formance. Hence, it is important to design a PN model free of deadlocks. Generally, 
there are three types of approaches for handling deadlock problem. They are siphon-trap 
approach as mentioned in this paper; scheduling method [2, 3] and transitive matrix ap-
proach [4]. Scheduling method [2-4] assigns each task a time moment to execute during 
each iteration so that the system can run repetitively without deadlocks. Song and Lee [4] 
analyze the deadlock problem in Petri nets using the transitive matrix. The transitive ma-
trix may explain all relations between the place and transitions in Petri nets. Since the 
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deadlock problem occurred by the relationship between more than two transitions based 
on the conflict places, they propose a find-deadlock-status algorithm after they define the 
deadlock-free condition in the transitive matrix. 

The FMS model consists of a set of working processes (WP, Def. 4) competing for 
resources. A WP models a sequence of operations to manufacture a product. Circular 
wait for resources can bring the system into a deadlock where some WP can never finish.  

Ezpeleta et al. proposed a class of nets called S3PR (systems of simple sequential 
processes with resources) [5] where each WP is a state machine (SM) plus resource 
places. They showed that it is live as long as all siphons are controlled such that they 
never become empty of tokens (such nets denoted by Nf). Most recent deadlock control 
approaches [6-8] extend Ezpeleta’s work.   

They added a control place (and the associated control arcs) to every strict minimal 
siphon (SMS, see definitions in Appendix 1) such that liveness can be enforced. The 
method is simple and guarantees a success. 

Because only one resource is used in each job stage and the processes are modeled 
using state machines (SM) in S3PR, its modeling power is limited. It cannot model itera-
tion statements (loop) in each sequential process (SP) as in [9] and the relationships of 
synchronization and communication in SP. At any state of a process, it cannot use multi- 
sets of resources. This paper proposes to progress one step forward by allowing multiple 
units of the same resource to be used at each job stage resulting in the S3PGR2 (systems 
of simple sequential processes with general resources requirement) model. 

Park and Reveliotis [6] proposed S3PGR2 (systems of simple sequential processes 
with general resources requirement, see Fig. 1) based on the siphon construct of deadly 
marked siphons (DMS). They developed, based on the derived siphon-based liveness 
characterizations, a sufficiency test for the correctness of CD-RAS (conjunctive-disjunc- 
tive resource allocation system) DAP (Deadlock Avoidance Policy) that can be expressed 
as a set of invariants imposing control places, superimposed on the PN modeling the 
original RAS (Resource Allocation System) behavior. However, the absence of DMS is 
only necessary, but not sufficient, to the liveness of the model. An S3PGR2 net without 
DMS is deadlock-free but may be in livelock states. 

Tricas and Martinez [10] proposed a similar system, called WS3PSR (weighted sys-
tems of simple sequential processes with several resources). It differs from WS 3PR in 
two aspects: (1) A place can represent the use of various resources simultaneously. (2) 
There is no need of releasing resources used in the present state before advancing to the 
next state. However, the policy is very restrictive so that it sequentializes the flow in the 
siphon. The marking imposed to the control places limits the number of processes that 
can flow in the problematic areas to the minimal. They admitted that further work must 
be done to find better control places and better markings.  

All these approaches are based on deadly marked siphons (DMS). A net with DMS 
is not live and conversely, a live net does not have DMS. However the absence of DMS 
does not guarantee the liveness of all transitions in the net; it may be weakly live or in 
livelock states. In order to provide optimum control, we need first to improve the condi-
tion for liveness.  

Abdallah and Elmaraghy [11] proposed S4PR − a generalization of S3PR nets − to 
extend S3PR and production Petri nets (PPN) nets to model systems that not only can use 
alternative resources, as in S3PR nets, but also can utilize more than one resource simul-
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taneously. They adopted a deadlock prevention policy by adding a control place for each 
siphon to remain max-controlled (Def. 7) for all reachable markings. However, it is only 
a sufficient condition implying that a live S4PR may not be max-controlled.   

We propose a relaxed liveness condition called max*-controlled siphons (Def. 9) in 
[12]. We propose further in this paper a deadlock control policy for WS3PR by adding 
control nodes and arcs for each strict minimal siphon (SMS). Afterwards, we propose a 
deadlock control policy for WS3PR by adding control nodes and arcs similar to that for 
S3PR.  

Section 2 presents the basis to understand the paper. Section 3 shows how general 
Petri nets (GPN) challenges the liveness analysis based on siphons and develops a new 
liveness condition for GPN. Section 4 presents a better liveness condition for WS3PR.  
Section 5 presents the control policy for deadlock prevention in WS3PR. Finally section 6 
concludes the paper. However, in order to make the paper as self-contained as possible, 
Appendix 1 is included with the definitions of the main concepts related to models used 
in this paper. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

In this paper, we consider only strongly connected nets. 

Definition 1  A subnet Ni = (Pi, Ti, Fi) of N is generated by X = Pi ∪ Ti, if Fi = F ∩ (X × 
X). It is an I-subnet, denoted by I, of N if Ti = •Pi. IS is the I-subnet (the subnet derived 
from (S, •S)) of an SMS S. Note that S = P(IS); S is the set of places in IS. 

Property 1 [13]  The linear combination of Y1 and Y2 is an S-invariant if both Y1 and Y2 
are S-invariants. Furthermore, if Y is an S-invariant of N, then given an initial marking 
M0, ∀M ∈ R(N, M0), Y•M = Y•M0. 

We follow [14-16] for the definitions of handles, bridges, AB-handles, and AB- 
bridges where A and B can be T or P. Roughly speaking, a “handle” is an alternate dis-
joint path between two nodes. A PT-handle starts with a place (as indicated by ‘P’ in 
‘PT-’) and ends with a transition while a TP-handle starts with a transition and ends with 
a place. 

Definition 2  The handle H = [nsn1n2 … nkne] to a subnet N ′ (similar to the handle of a 
tea pot) is an elementary directed path from ns in N ′ to another node ne in N ′; any other 
node in H is not in N ′. H is said to be a handle in N ′ ∪ H. If ns ∈ P, ne ∈ P, ns = ne (ns ≠ 
ne), H is called a PP-circuit (PP-handle). HTP (HPT, HPP, HTT) denotes a TP-handle (PT- 
handle, PP-handle, TT-handle) to IS. H1 is a XY-handle where X and Y can be T or P. X is 
T (P) if ns ∈ T (ns ∈ P). Y is T (P) if ne ∈ T (ne ∈ P). H1 is a resource handle if all places 
in H1 are resource places. 

Definition 3  A simple sequential process (S2P) is a net N = (P ∪ {p0}, T, F) where: (1) 
P ≠ ∅, p0 ∉ P (p0 is called the process idle or initial or final state); (2) N is strongly con-
nected state machine; and (3) every circuit of N contains the place p0. 
 
Definition 4  A simple sequential process with weighted resources requirement (WS2PR), 
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also called a working process (WP), is a net N = (P ∪ {p0} ∪ PR, T, F) so that (1) The 
subnet generated by X = P ∪ {p0} ∪ T is an S2P; (2) PR ≠ ∅ and (P ∪ {p0}) ∩ PR = ∅; 
(3)∀p ∈ P, ∀t ∈ •p, ∀t′ ∈ p•, ∃rp ∈ PR, •t ∩ PR = t′• ∩ PR = {rp}; (4) The two following 
statements are verified: (a) ∀r ∈ PR, ••r ∩ P = r•• ∩ P ≠ ∅; (b) ∀r ∈ PR, •r ∩ r• = ∅; 
(5) •• (p0) ∩ PR = (p0) •• ∩ PR = ∅; (6) ∀p ∈ H(r), F(t1, r) = F(r, t2), where H(r) = ••r 
∩ P denotes the set of holders of r (operation places that use r), t1 ∈ p• ∩ •r, t2 ∈ ••t1 ∩ 
r•. ∀p ∈ P, p is called an operation place. ∀r ∈ PR, r is called a resource place. 

  
Definition 5  Let N = (P ∪ {p0} ∪ PR, T, F) be a WS2PR. An initial marking is called an 
acceptable initial marking for N iff: (1) M0(p0) ≥ 1; (2) M0(p) = 0, ∀p ∈ P; and (3) M0(r) 
≥ maxt∈r• F(r, t), ∀r ∈ PR. The couple (N, M0) is called an acceptably marked WS2PR. 

 
Definition 6  A system of WS2PR (WS3PR) is defined recursively as follows: (1) An 
WS2PR is a WS3PR; (2) Let Ni = (Pi ∪ Pi

0 ∪ PRi, Ti, Fi), i ∈ {1, 2} be two WS3PR so that 
(P1 ∪ P1

0) ∩ (P2 ∪ P2
0) = ∅, PR1 ∩ PR2 = PC (≠ ∅) and T1 ∩ T2 = ∅. The net N = (P ∪ 

P0 ∪ PR, T, F) resulting from the composition of N1 and N2 via PC (denoted N1 o N2) 
which is defined as follows: (1) P = P1 ∪ P2 is the set of operation places; (2) P0 = P1

0 ∪ 
P2

0; (3) PR = PR1 ∪ PR2 is the set of resource places; (4) T = T1 ∪ T2 and (5) F = F1 ∪ F2 
is also a WS 3PR. A directed path (circuit, subnet) Γ in N is called a resource path (circuit, 
subnet) if ∀p ∈ Γ, p ∈ PR.  
 
Lemma 1 [21, 22]  (1) A subnet N ′ is the I of a minimal siphon iff each handle in N′ is 
a PP- or TP- or virtual PT-handle (virtual means containing only two nodes) and there 
are none of PP-, TP-, and virtual PT-handles to N′; (2) P(N ′) is an SMS iff there is a non-
virtual PT- handle to N ″, which is a subnet of N ′ without any TP-handles. 
 

Example: In Fig. 1, first find a circuit cb = [p22 t10 p26 t16 p22]. Second add TP-handles [t16 
p18 t17 p26] and [t10 p10 t6 p22] plus PP-handle [p22 t3 p10] to get IS1 and S1 = P(IS1) = {p10, 
p18, p22, p26} with a nonvirtual PT-handle [p26 t9 p13 t10] (more than two nodes) to cb. 

The rest of the SMS are shown in Table 1. 

3. THE GPN CHALLENGE  

An S3PR is live if no siphons ever become empty [5], not necessary true for WS3PR 

since it is a general Petri net (GPN). Hence, we tackle the problem first for an arbitrary 
GPN. One can no longer ensure liveness by making no siphons emptiable as illustrated in 
Fig. 2 where t3(t1) is (not) live with only one siphon D = P. It is deadlock-free but not live; 
we call it weakly live (called Nw). This implies the change of the condition “no siphons 
emptiable” to the new “max-controlled” [18]. To understand this, we explore the condi-
tion under which a GPN behaves like an OPN (ordinary PN). It occurs if ∀M ∈ R(N, M0), 
∃p ∈ P, M(p) ≥ F(p, t) (the arc weight from p to t), ∀t ∈ p•. That is for every reachable 
marking, there is a max-marked p (see Def. 7); i.e., the amount of its tokens is greater 
than the weight of any outgoing arc. A counter example is shown in Fig. 2 with no max- 
marked places. Even though p2 has a token, it can never fire t1 due to the weight of 2 be-
tween p2 and t1; while that in Fig. 3 is due to the blocking by the presence of unmarked p1. 
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Fig. 1. An example of WS3PR (weighted systems of simple sequential processes with resources 

requirement). 

Table 1. All SMS for the net in Fig. 1. 
SMS places 
S1 p10, p18, p22, p26 
S2 p4, p10, p15, p20, p21, p22, p23, p24, p25, p26 
S3 p4, p10, p16, p21, p22, p24, p25, p26 
S4 p4, p10, p17, p21, p22, p24, p26 
S5 p4, p9, p13, p15, p20, p21, p23, p24, p25, p26 
S6 p4, p9, p13, p16, p21, p24, p25, p26 
S7 p4, p9, p13, p17, p21, p24, p26 
S8 p4, p9, p12, p15, p20, p21, p23, p24, p25 
S9 p4, p9, p12, p16, p21, p24, p25 
S10 p4, p9, p12, p17, p21, p24 
S11 p2, p4, p8, p10, p15, p20, p21, p22, p23, p25, p26 
S12 p2, p4, p8, p13, p15, p20, p21, p23, p25, p26 
S13 p2, p4, p8, p10, p16, p21, p22, p25, p26 
S14 p2, p4, p8, p13, p16, p21, p25, p26 
S15 p2, p4, p8, p10, p17, p21, p22, p26 
S16 p2, p4, p8, p13, p17, p21, p26 
S17 p2, p4, p8, p12, p15, p20, p21, p23, p25 
S18 p2, p4, p8, p12, p16, p21, p25 
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However, if ∃M ∈ R(N, M0), M(p2) > 2, then p2 in Fig. 2 is max-marked and it is no 

longer weakly live since it behaves likes an OPN. Further, let’s compare two PN with 
identical nodes, arcs and initial marking except one is weighted and dead (a GPN in Fig. 
4) and the other is an OPN and Nw (Fig. 3). However, if M0(p2) = 2 in Fig. 4, then it is 
max-marked and behaves likes an OPN and is an Nw also. 

In the above examples, there is only one siphon D and we say that D is max-con-
trolled (Def. 8) since for every reachable marking, there exists a max-marked p in D. In 
general, when all siphons are max-controlled, then it behaves like an OPN. Thus, for a 
WS 3PR, it is live as long as all siphons are max-controlled. We will show that this condi-
tion can be relaxed in the next section. For the moment, we present some basic theories 
of max-controlled siphons. 

Definition 7  An output arc (pi, t) of pi is called enabled (disabled) if M(pi) < F(pi, t) 
(M(pi) ≥ F(pi, t)) where F(pi, t) is the arc weight from pi to t. pi is called max-marked 
under M, if ∀t ∈ pi•, M(pi) ≥ F(pi, t); i.e., all output arcs of pi are enabled. Let D = {p1, p2, 
…, pK}. D is called max-marked under M, if ∃p ∈ D, p is max-marked. If D is a siphon, it 
is said to be max-controlled iff D is max-marked under any reachable marking. Let Y be an 
S-invariant with components yi and MD = [ax(p1) − 1 ax(p2) − 1 … ax(pK) − 1 0 0 … 0]T a 
marking where ax(p) = maxt∈p• F(p, t) is the maximal weight of all outgoing arcs from p. 
That is, ∀p ∈ D, M(p) = ax(p) − 1; ∀p ∈ P\D, M(p) = 0, where P\D = {x | x ∈ P, x ∉ D}. 
The weighted sum of tokens under MD is  

W(MD) = WD = MD
T•Y = ∑k(ax(pk) − 1) •yk. 

Definition 8  Let Y be an S-invariant with components yi, ∀pi ∈ P, and D ⊆ P a siphon 
of N. The siphon is called max-controlled by Y under M0 iff the weighted sum of tokens 
W(M0) = YT•M0 > WD, and Y satisfies the negative-property: ∀pk ∈ D, yk > 0 and ∀pi ∈ 
P\D: yi ≤ 0.  

Lemma 2 [18]  Let (N, M0) be a net-system and D ⊆ P a siphon of N. If D is max-con-
trolled by an S-invariant Y under M0, then ∀M ∈ R(N, M0): D is max-marked under M.  

By this lemma, if it is initially max-marked, it remains so for all reachable markings. 

Lemma 3 [18]  For a dead Petri net (N, M0), there exists a non-max-controlled siphon 
at M0. 

2 
2 

p2 

t2 p3 

t1 

p1 t4 

t3 

 
Fig. 2. An example of weakly 
live GPN where the only siphon 
{p1, p2, p3} never gets empty 
of tokens. 

t2 

p1 p2 

p3 p4 

t1 

t4 

t5 

t3

Fig. 3. An example of weakly 
live net where the only siphon 
{p1, p2, p3, p4} never gets empty
of tokens. 
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t4 

2 

2 

y4 = 1 y3 = 1  
Fig. 4. The general PN version 
of that in Fig. 3. 
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Lemma 4 [18]  N is deadlock-free under M0 if every siphon D is max-controlled by an 
S-invariant under M0.  

 
The support of an S-invariant is also a set of places where the weighted total number 

of tokens is conserved. A minimal siphon is in one such support. Hence all the unloaded 
tokens remain in the support of the invariant. If they are also in that of another invariant 
(ν), the minimal siphon is said to be invariant-controlled [17]. By controlling the number 
of tokens in ν, we may prevent the minimal siphon from being non-max-marked or com-
pletely unloaded in the OPN case. 

For WS 3PR, the condition of max-controlled siphons may be overly constrained as 
shown in the next section. 

4. A BETTER LIVENESS CONDITION FOR WS3PR  

The relaxation of the condition is shown in Fig. 5 (a) where M0(p1) = 1, M0(p1′) = 1, 
M0(r1) = 6, M0(r2) = 3. There is only one SMS S = {r1, r2, p3, p2′}. We push as many to-
kens out from S as possible to make some transitions dead. t1 and t2 can never fire and the 
rest are live; hence it is deadlock free. Note that t2 is neither live nor potentially firable 
even under M0; hence it is not quasi-live. After adding a token to r2, it becomes live and 
also quasi-live since all transitions are potentially firable (i.e., quasi-live, defined in Ap-
pendix 1) under M0. However, neither r1 nor r2 is max-marked; hence S is not max-con-
trolled. Rather, it is max*-controlled motivating us to relax the liveness condition as fol-
lows.  

Definition 9  Let N = (P ∪ P0 ∪ PR, T, F) be a WS3PR. A siphon D in N is said to be 
max*-controlled, iff ∀M ∈ R(N, M0), ∃r ∈ DR (= D ∩ PR) is max-marked in the resource 
subnet υ of the ID or ∃p ∈ ID ∩ P, p is max-marked. Let ay(r) = maxt∈r•∩υ  F(r, t), r, t ∈ υ 
(for all output t which are in υ). r(p) in DR (Dp = D ∩ P) is called max*-marked under M, if 
ay(r) ≤ M(r) (M(p) > 0). Let Y be an S-invariant with components yi and MD′ = [ay(r1) − 1 
ay(r2) − 1 … ay(rK) − 1 0 0 … 0]T a marking such that ∀ri ∈ DR, M(ri) = ay(ri) − 1, i = 1, 
2, …, K and ∀p ∈ P ∪ {p0} ∪ PR\DR, M(p) = 0. The weighted sum of tokens under MD is  
 

W′(MD) = WD′ = MD′ T•Y = ∑k(ay(rk) − 1) •yk. 
 
Note that ID\υ is a set of PP-, TP- and virtual PT-handles to ID by Lemma 1. Only 
PP-handles contain output arcs from r ∈ DR and may not be disabled as those in υ. We 
do not consider HPP above. An example of HPP ([r2t2″ p2″ t1″ r2]) is shown in Fig. 5 (b) 
where all transitions in WP3 are live, while all transitions in WP1 and WP2 are dead. The 
net is said to be in a livelock state. 

We did not define ay(p) for p ∈ Dp, since otherwise ay(p) = 0 in M D′ − the same as 
those not in D. Because F(p, t) = 1 ∀p ∈ Dp, p is max-marked (or max*-marked in Def. 9) 
under M, if M(p) > 0. 

Further, it is not live, yet siphon S is not deadly marked. Unlike S3PR, the absence 
of deadly marked siphons (DMS) does not imply the liveness of a WS3PR. Simple exten-
sion of DMS is insufficient for the liveness analysis of WS3PR. 
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Fig. 5. (a) An example of weakly live WS3PR (M0(p1) = 1, M0(p1′) = 1, M0(r1) = 6, M0(r2) = 3). t1, t2 

and t3 can never fire. The rest are live. After adding a token to r2, it becomes live. It is live 
if all transitions are potentially firable from M0 or WP1 and WP2 are quasi-live; (b) An ex-
ample of HPP

c = [r2 t2″ p2″ t1″ r2]. The siphon is not deadly marked and it is not live. 

 
Definition 10  Let Y be an S-invariant with components yi, ∀pi ∈ P, and D ⊆ P a siphon 
of N. The siphon is called max*-controlled by Y under M0 iff the weighted sum of tokens 
W(M0) = YT•M0 > WD′ and Y satisfies the negative-property: ∀pk ∈ D, yk > 0 and ∀pi ∈ 
P\D: yi ≤ 0, where P\D = {x | x ∈ P, x ∉ D}. 
 

When we design a system, we first select a Y satisfying the negative-property and 
then assign an initial marking M0 such that W(M0) > WD′ to ensure that the system re-
mains max*-controlled under all reachable markings as shown below. 
 
Lemma 5 [12]  Let (N, M0) be a net-system and let D ⊆ P a siphon of N. If D is max*- 
controlled by the S-invariant under M0, then ∀M ∈ R(N, M0): D is max*-marked under M. 

By this lemma, if (N, M0) is initially max*-marked, it remains so for all reachable 
markings. This facilitates the verification of max*-controlled siphons. Note that the con-
dition W(M0) = YT•M0 > WD′ in Def. 10 is only sufficient (not necessary) for D to be 
max*-marked under M. 
 
Proposition 1 [5]  Let N = (P ∪ P0 ∪ PR, T, F) be a WS3PR and D (≠ Φ) a siphon so 
that it does not contain the support of any S-invariant. Then we have |D ∩ PR| > 1. 

Thus, any SMS in a WS3PR contains at least two resource places. 
 

Theorem 1 [12]  Let (N, M0) be a marked WS3PR, M ∈ R(N, M0) and t′ ∈ T a dead tran-
sition under M. Then ∃M′ ∈ R(N, M), ∃D a siphon so that D is nonempty (i.e., not a null 
set) and non-max*-marked.   

 
In Fig. 5 (b), t2 is dead and S is non-max*-marked but not deadly marked since t2″ is 

live. 
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5. CONTROL POLICY FOR DEADLOCK PREVENTION IN WS3PR  

This section extends the deadlock prevention technique for S3PR by Ezpeleta et al. 
to WS3PR. For each SMS S, we add a control place VS and control arcs exactly the same 
as in [5]. The only difference is the initial marking at VS and some arcs are weighted. The 
following definitions help subsequent discussions. 

Definition 11  Let N = Ok
i=1

 Ni = (P ∪ P0 ∪ PR, T, F) be a WS3PR and ∏ be the set of 
SMS in N. Given S ∈ ∏, where S = SP ∪ SR, SR = S ∩ PR, SP = S\PR, [S] = (∪r∈SR  

H(r))\S 
denotes the set of holders, corresponding to resources in S, which do not belong to S. [Si] 
= [S] ∩ Pi, i ∈ IN = {1, 2, …, k}. [S] is called S′s complementary set. iN  denotes the S2P 
corresponding to Ni. 

Definition 12 [5, 13]  Let N = (P, T, F) be an S2P. (1) Let C be a circuit of N, ||C|| the 
set of nodes in it, | ||C|| | the length of C and x, y two nodes of C, We say that x is previ-
ous to y in C iff there exists a path in C from x to y, the length of which is greater than 1 
and which does not pass p0. This fact is denoted by x → C y. (2) Let x and y be two nodes 
of N. We say that x is previous to y in N iff there exists a circuit C such that x → C y. This 
fact is denoted as x → N y. (3) Let x and θ ⊆ (P ∪ T) be a node and a set of nodes of N, 
respectively. Then x → N θ iff there exists a node y ∈ θ such that x → N y. θ → N x iff there 
exists a node y ∈ θ such that y → Nx. 

Definition 13  Let N = Ok
i=1

 Ni = (P ∪ P0 ∪ PR, T, F) be a WS3PR and ∏ be the set of 
SMS in N. ∏+: T → ℘(∏) (℘(∏) is the power set of ∏) is a mapping where ∏+(t) = {S 
∈ ∏ | t → 

iN
[Si]}. ∏−: T → ℘(∏) is a mapping where ∏−(t) = {S ∈ ∏ | [Si] → 

iN
t}. ∀i 

∈ {1, 2, …, k}, ∀S ∈ ∏, PS = ∪i=1
kPS

i, PS
i = [Si] ∪ {p ∈ Pi | p → 

iN
[Si]}. 

Definition 14  Let (N, M0) be a marked WS3PR = (P ∪ P0 ∪ R, T, F). The net (NA, M0A) 
= (P ∪ P0 ∪ R ∪ PA, T, F ∪ FA, M0A) is the controlled system of (N, M0) iff (1) PA = {VS | 
S ∈ ∏} is the set of additional control places such that there exists a bijective mapping 
from ∏ into it; (2) FA = FA

1 ∪ FA
2 ∪ FA

3 where FA
1 = {(VS, t) | t ∈ P0●, S ∈ ∏+(t)}, F2

A = 
{(t, VS)| t ∈ [S]•, S ∉ ∏+(t)}, FA

3 = ∪k
i=1{(t, VS) | t ∈ Ti\P0•, S ∉ ∏−(t), •t ∩ Pi ⊆ PS

i, t  

iN
[Si]}, and (3) M0A is defined as follows: 

 
(a) ∀p ∈ P ∪ P0 ∪ PR, M0A(p) = M0(p), 
(b) ∀VS ∈ PA, M0A(VS) = ⎣1/b•(M0(S) − WS′ − 1)⎦ if 1/b•(M0 (S) − WS′ − 1) ≥ 1, else M0A(VS) 

= 1. b is a constant to be determined below. 
 
Determination of (b)  M0A(VS) is assigned in Def. 14.(b) to make the controlled net 
max*-controlled as explained below. First, we need to find the S-invariant Y in Def. 10. Y 
must be such that ∀pk ∈ S, yk > 0 and ∀pi ∈ P\S: yi ≤ 0 (see Def. 10). Set Y = YS + b•YV 
(also an S-invariant by Property 1 where YS and YV are the S-invariants associated with S 
and VS respectively and defined as follows. 
 
YS: yj, yj = 1, ∀pj ∈ SR, or yj = ar(pj) = F(pj• ∩ •r, r), ∀pj ∈ H(r), r ∈ SR, and yj = 0 for all 

other pj. 
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YV: yj, yj = − 1, ∀pj ∈ PS, or pj = VS, and yj = 0 for all other pj. 
 

Select b = max ar(pj) = max YS(pj), where pj ∈ PS so that ∀pk ∈ S, yk > 0 and ∀pi ∈ P\S: 
yi ≤ 0. To make W(M0) = YT•M0 > WS′, set M0A(VS) = ⎣1/b•(M0(S) − WS′ − 1)⎦ if 1/b•(M0 
(S) − WS′ −1) ≥ 1, else M0A(VS) = 1. 
  
Lemma 7  ∀S ∈ ∏, Y = YS + b•YV satisfies the negative property. 
 
Proof: ∀pj ∈ SR, Y(pj) = YS(pj) + b•YV(pj) = 1 + b•0 = 1 > 0 (PS ∩ SR = Φ). ∀pj ∈ PS ∩ [S], 
Y(pj) = YS(pj) + b•YV(pj) = YS(pj) + (max YS(pj))• − 1 ≤ 0. ∀pj ∈ (PS\[S]) ∪ {VS}, Y(pj) = 
YS(pj) + b•YV(pj) = 0 − b < 0. For all other pj, Y(pj) = 0. Thus, Y satisfies the negative 
property.                                                                    
 

Table 2 lists the values of Y, YS, and YV of all SMS of the net in Fig. 1 where yx-y in-
dicates the y value for places px to py. For instance, 318 (− 111-12) implies that y = 3 (− 1) 
for place p18 (p11 to p12). This is to avoid the long vector form containing 25 components. 
 
Proposition 2  Let (NA, M0A) be the controlled system (as defined in Def. 14) of a 
marked WS3PR, (N, M0). Then S is max*-controlled.  
 
Proof: There are two cases: (1) 1/b•(M0(S) − WS′ − 1) ≥ 1. ∀MA ∈ R(NA, M0A), W = Y•M 
= Y•M0 = M0(S) − b•M0A(VS) = M0(S) − b●⎣1/b•(M0(S) − WS′ − 1)⎦ > WS′ (two cases: (a) 
M0(S) − WS′ − 1 = b•k. W = WS′ + 1. (b) M0(S) − WS′ − 1 = b•k + k′, b > k′ > 0. W = WS′ + 
k + 1). Thus, S is max*-controlled by Def. 10. (2) Otherwise, M0A(VS) = 1. Now MA(VS) = 
1 (S is max*-marked.) or 0 (The token at VS fires the output transition to remove some 
tokens from an r ∈ S . Since by Proposition 1, there exist other r′ ∈ S and they remain at 
M0A(r′); hence r′ remains to be max-marked and S is max*-controlled even though W = 
Y•M = Y•M0 = M0(S) − b ≤ WS′ since 1/b•(M0(S) − WS′ − 1) < 1.)                  

 
The following lemma is obvious since every firing sequence of the controlled sys-

tem remains to be such for the uncontrolled one.  
 

Lemma 8  Let (NA, M0A) be the controlled system of a marked WS3PR (N, M0), and σ a 
firing sequence of (NA, M0A). Then σ is a firing sequence of (N, M0). 

This lemma will be used to prove Lemma 9. 
 

Lemma 9  Let (NA, M0A) be the be controlled system of a marked WS3PR (N, M0), t ∈ T, 
and MA ∈ R(NA, M0A) be a reachable marking. Then t is not dead under MA in (NA, M0A). 
 
Proof: Assume t ∈ Ti and prove by induction over the number of tokens, denoted by KMA, 
in the system not in idle states. Assume KMA > 0. Since all siphons are max*-marked un-
der MA by Proposition 2, there exists t′ ∈ T\P0• so that MA|N[t′〉 (MA|N denotes the projec-
tion of MA onto N) by Theorem 1 (t′ is firable in the uncontrolled system), and since •t′ 
∩ ( )S

S
V

∈∏
∪  = ∅ (t′ is not an output transition of any VS), we have MA[t′〉 (t′ is also friable  

in (NA, MA)). Iterating this reasoning, we can fire a sequence σ′ of transitions by Lemma 8 
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Table 2. The values of Y, YS, and YV of all SMS of the net in Fig. 1. 
SMS YS YV YS + bYV 
S1 110 + 113 + 318 + 119 + 122 + 126 − 16 − 111-13 − 119 − 1VS1 − 16 + 110 − 111-12 + 318 + 122 + 126 − 1VS1

S2 
12-4 + 16-8 + 29 + 110-13 + 215 + 116-17 
+ 318 + 119 + 120-26 

− 12-3 − 16-9 − 111-13 − 116-19 − 1VS2
14 − 22-3 − 26-8 − 19 + 110 − 211-13 + 215  
− 216-17 − 219 + 120-26 − 1VS2 

S3 
12-4 + 18 + 29 + 110-13 + 116-17 + 318 
+ 119 + 121-22 + 124-26 

− 12-3 − 16-9 − 111-13 − 117-19 − 1VS3 
14 − 22-3 − 26-8 − 19 + 110 − 211-13 + 116  
− 217 − 219 + 121-22 + 124-26 − 1VS3 

S4 
12-4 + 18 + 29 + 110 + 112-13 + 117  
+ 318 + 119 + 121-22 + 124 + 1126 

− 12-3 − 16-9 − 111-13 − 118-19 − 1VS4

14 − 22-3 − 36-7 − 28 − 19 + 110 − 311  
− 211-13 + 117 − 219 + 121-22 + 124 + 1126  
− 1VS4 

S5 
12-4 + 16-8 + 29 + 111-13 + 215 + 116-17 
+ 318 + 120-21 + 123-26 

− 12-3 − 16-8 − 111-12 − 116-19 − 1VS5 
14 − 22-3 − 26-8 + 29 − 211-13 + 113 + 215  
− 216-17 − 319 − 120-21 + 123-26 − 1VS5 

S6 
12-4 + 18 + 29 + 111-13 + 116-17 + 318 
+ 121 + 124-26 

− 12-3 − 16-8 − 111-12 − 117-19 − 1VS6 
14 − 22-3 − 36-7 − 28 + 29 − 211-12 + 113  
+ 116 − 217 − 319 + 121 + 124-26  − 1VS6 

S7 
12-4 + 18 + 29 + 112-13 + 117 + 318  
+ 121 + 124 + 126 

− 12-3 − 16-8 − 111-12 − 118-19 − 1VS7 
14 − 22-3 − 36-7 − 28 + 29 − 311 − 212 + 113 
+ 117 − 319 + 121 + 124 + 126 − 1VS7 

S8 
12-4 + 16-8 + 29 + 111-12 + 215 + 116-17 
+ 120-21 + 123-25 

− 12-3 − 16-8 − 111 − 116-19 − 1VS8 
14 + 29 + 112 + 215 − 118-19 + 120-21 + 123-25 
− 1VS8 

S9 
12-4 + 18 + 29 + 111-12 + 116-17 + 121 
+ 124 + 125 

− 12-3 − 16-8 − 111 − 117-19 − 1VS9 
14 − 16-7 + 29 + 112 + 116 − 118-19 + 121  
+ 124 + 125 − 1VS9 

S10 12-4 + 18 + 29 + 112 + 117 + 121 + 124 − 12-3 − 16-8 − 1VS10 
14 − 16-7 + 29 + 112 + 117 + 121 + 124  
− 1VS10 

S11 
12 + 14 + 16-8 + 110-13 + 215 + 116-17 
+ 318 + 119 + 120-23 + 125-26 

− 16-8 − 111-13 − 116-19 − 1VS11 
12 + 14 − 26-8 + 110 − 211-13 + 215 − 216-17 
− 2119 + 120-23 + 125-26 − 1VS11 

S12 
12 + 14 + 16-8 + 111-13 + 215 + 116-17 
+ 318 + 120-21 + 123 + 125-26 

− 16-7 − 111-12 − 116-19 − 1VS12 
12 + 14 − 26-7 + 18 − 211-12 + 113 + 215 − 
216-17 − 3119 + 120-21 + 123 + 125-26 − 1VS12

S13 
12 + 14 + 18 + 110-13 + 116-17 + 318  
+ 119 + 121-22 + 125-26 

− 16 − 111-13 − 117-19 − 1VS13 
12 + 14 − 36 + 18 + 110  − 211-13 + 116   
− 217 − 219 + 121-22 + 125-26 − 1VS13 

S14 
12 + 14 + 18 + 111-13 + 116-17 + 318  
+ 121 + 125-26 

− 16 − 111-12 − 117-19 − 1VS14 
12 + 14 − 36 + 18 − 211-12 + 113 + 116 − 217 
− 3119 + 121 + 125-26 − 1VS14 

S15 
12 + 14 + 18 + 110 + 112-13 + 117  
+ 318 + 119 + 121-22 + 126 

− 16 − 111-13 − 118-19 − 1VS15 
12 + 14 − 36 + 18 + 110 − 311 − 212-13 + 117 
− 219 + 121-22 + 126 − 1VS15 

S16 
12 + 14 + 18 + 112-13 + 117 + 318  
+ 121 + 126 

− 16 − 111-12 − 118-19 − 1VS16 
12 + 14 − 36 + 18 − 311 − 212 + 113 + 117 
− 3119 + 121 + 126 − 1VS16 

S17 
12 + 14 + 16-8 + 111-12 + 215 + 116-17 
+ 120 + 121 + 123 + 125 

− 16-7 − 111 − 116-19 − 1VS17 
12 + 14 + 18 + 112 + 215 − 118-19 + 120  
+ 121 + 123 + 125 − 1VS17 

S18 
12 + 14 + 18 + 111 + 112 + 116 + 117 
+ 121 + 125 

− 16 − 111 − 117-19 − 1VS18 
− 16 + 12 + 14 + 18 + 112 + 116 − 118-19 + 121 
+ 125 − 1VS18 

 
until the token reaches its inevitable (as said in [5]) idle state; i.e., MA[σ′〉MA′. Eventually 
we will reach M0A where KMA = 0. We can prove in the same way as for the uncontrolled 
system (N, M0) that t is live under M0A since M0(VS) > 1 and F(VS, t) = 1 ∀t ∈ VS•, ∀S ∈ 
∏, thus we conclude t is live for any KMA and we are done.                       

 
We now prove the liveness as follows. 
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Theorem 2  Let (NA, M0A) be the controlled system of a marked WS3PR (N, M0). Then 
(NA, M0A) is live. 
 
Proof: By Lemma 9, ∀MA ∈ R(NA, M0A), no t ∈ T is dead. Thus, the controlled model is 
live.                                                                   
 

Table 3 shows the new places and arcs added as well as M0(VSi) using the control 
policy for the WS3PR in Fig. 1. 

Table 3. The complementary sets [S], the control PN elements added by, and the auxi- 
liary variables (b & WS′) associated with, the control policy. 

 [S] VS• •VS b M0 (S) WS′ M0 (VS) 
1 {p13, p19} {t1, t15} {t16, t10, t2} 1 7 2 4 

2 {p2, p3, p6, p7, p8, p9, p11, p12, p13, p16,  
 p17, p18, p19} {t1, t11, t15} {t5, t10, t13, t19} 3 18 4 4 

3 {p2, p3, p8, p9, p11, p12, p13, p17, p18, p19} {t1, t11, t15} {t5, t10, t13, t18} 3 14 3 3 
4 {p2, p3, p8, p9, p12, p13, p18, p19} {t1, t11, t15} {t5, t10, t13, t17} 3 12 3 2 
5 {p2, p3, p6, p7, p8, p11, p12, p16, p17, p18} {t1, t11, t15} {t4, t9, t13, t19} 3 17 2 4 
6 {p2, p3, p8, p11, p12, p17, p18} {t1, t11, t15} {t4, t9, t13, t18} 3 13 1 3 
7 {p2, p3, p8, p12, p18} {t1, t11, t15} {t4, t9, t13, t17} 3 11 1 3 
8 {p2, p3, p8, p6, p7, p11, p16, p17 } {t1, t11, t15} { t4, t8, t13, t19} 1 11 1 9 
9 {p2, p3, p8, p11, p17} {t1, t11, t15} {t4, t8, t13, t18} 1 7 1 5 
10 {p2, p3, p8} {t1, t11} {t4, t7, t13} 1 5 1 3 
11 {p6, p7, p11, p12, p13, p16, p17, p18, p19} {t1, t15} {t3, t10, t19} 3 14 3 3 
12 {p6, p7, p11, p12, p16, p17, p18}  {t1, t11, t15} {t3, t9, t19} 3 13 1 3 
13 {p11, p17, p12, p18, p13, p19} {t1, t15} {t2, t10, t18} 3 10 2 2 
14 {p11, p12, p17, p18} {t1, t15} {t2, t9, t18} 3 9 0 2 
15 {p12, p13, p18, p19} {t1, t15} {t2, t10, t17} 3 8 2 1 
16 {p12, p18} {t1, t15} {t2, t9, t17} 3 7 0 2 
17 {p6, p7, p11, p16, p17} {t1, t15} {t3, t8, t19} 1 7 1 5 
18 {p11, p17} {t1, t15} {t2, t8, t18} 1 3 0 2 

6. CONCLUSION 

We have pioneered the concept of max*-controlled siphons and proved that any 
WS3PR is live if all strict minimal siphons are max*-controlled. We conjecture that the 
condition of max*-controlled siphons can be extended to more complicated models such 
as SAPGR (systems of arbitrary processes with general resources), where multiple types 
and units of resources may be used at a job stage. 

We also pioneered the first correct method to control WS3PR to avoid deadlocks. As 
for S3PR, the method suffers from expensive computation of all SMS since the number of 
which grows exponentially with the number of places. However, the solution of siphons 
can be performed offline. 

Li et al. [13] proposed simpler Petri net controllers by adding control places to ele-
mentary siphons only (generally a much smaller set than that of SMS in large Petri nets). 
In the mean time, it controls all other SMS too. Thus, the number of control places is 
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much smaller and, therefore, is suitable for large-scale Petri nets. SMS can be divided 
into two groups: elementary and dependent; characteristic T-vectors of the latter are lin-
ear combinations of that of the former. However, it applies to ordinary Petri net models 
only and hence it is interesting to apply the concept of max*-controlled siphons to extend 
the elementary-siphon-approach to the control of WS3PR. 

Future work may extend the results to cases where resources may be unreliable and 
the corresponding deadlock handling method must be fault tolerant [19, 20]. 
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APPENDIX 1: PETRI NET-RELATED DEFINITIONS 

A Petri net is a 4-tuple PN = (P, T, F, M0) where P = {p1, p2, …, pa} is a set of 
places, T = {t1, t2, …, tb} a set of transitions, with P ∪ T ≠ ∅ and P ∩ T = ∅, F: (P × T) 
∪ (T × P) → {0, 1, 2, …} is the flow relation and a marking of N is a mapping M: P → 
IN, where IN = {0, 1, 2, …}. The ith component of M, M(pi), represents the number of 
tokens in place pi under M. A node x in N = (P, T, F) is either a p ∈ P or a t ∈ T. The 
post-set of node x is x• = {y ∈ P ∪ T | F(x, y) > 0}, and its pre-set •x = {y ∈ P ∪ T | F(y, 
x) > 0}. The preset (postset) of a set is defined as the union of the presets (postsets) of its 
elements. A directed path Γ = [n1, n2, …, nk], k ≥ 1, is a graphical object containing a 
sequence of nodes and the single arc between each two successive nodes in the sequence. 
N ′ = (P′, T ′, F′) is called a subnet of N where P′ ⊆ P, T  ′ ⊆ T, and F′ = F ∩ ((P′ × T   ′)  ∪ 
(T   ′ × P′)). 

The incidence matrix of N is a matrix A: P × T → Z indexed by P and T such that 
A(pi, tj) = aij

+ − aij
− where aij

− = F(pi, tj) is the weight of the arc from place pi to its output 
transition tj, and aij

+ = F(ti, pj) is the weight of the arc from transition ti to its output place 
pj.  
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ti is firable or enabled if each place pj in •t holds no less tokens than the weight wj = 
F(pj, ti). Firing ti under M0 removes wj tokens from pj and deposits wk = F(ti, pk) tokens 
into each place pk in t•; moving the system state from M0 to M1. Repeating this process, it 
reaches M′ by firing a sequence of transitions. M′ is said to be reachable from M0; i.e., 
M0[σ〉M′.  

Ordinary Petri nets (OPN) are those for which F: (P × T) ∪ (T × P) → {0, 1}. An 
OPN is called a state machine (SM) if ∀t ∈ T, |t•| = |•t| = 1. It is a free choice net (FC) if 
∀p1, p2 ∈ P, p1• ∩ p2• ≠ ∅ ⇒ | p1•| = | p2•| = 1. It is an asymmetric choice net (AC) if 
∀p1• ∩ p2• ≠ ∅ ⇒ p1• ⊆ p2• or p1• ⊇ p2•.  

R(N, M0) is the set of markings reachable from M0. A transition t ∈ T is live under 
M0 iff ∀M ∈ R(N, M0), ∃M′∈ R(N, M), t is firable under M′. A transition t ∈ T is dead 
under M0 iff ∄M ∈ R(N, M0)  where t is firable. A PN is live under M0 iff ∀t ∈ T, t is live 
under M0. It is quasi-live iff ∀t ∈ T, ∃M ∈ R(N, M0) s.t. M[t〉 ; i.e., t is potentially firable 
under M0. It is weakly live under M0 iff N is not live and ∃t ∈ T, t is live under M0. It is 
bounded if ∀M ∈ R(N, M0), ∀p ∈ P, the marking at p, M(p) ≤ k, where k is a positive 
integer. It is reversible iff if M0 ⊂ R(N, M), ∀M ⊂ R(N, M0). 

Γ = [n1, n2, …, nk], k ≥ 1, is an elementary directed path in N if ∀(i, j), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, 
ni ≠ nj. Γ is (non) virtual if it contains only (more than) two nodes. Γ is an elementary-
circuit c in N if ∀(i, j) 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k, ni = nj implies that i = 1 and j = k. 

For a Petri net (N, M0), a non-empty subset D(τ) of places is called a siphon (trap) if 
•D ⊆ D• (τ• ⊆ •τ), i.e., every transition having an output (input) place in D(τ) has an 
input (output) place in D(τ). If M0(D) = 0 ( )

p D
M p

∈
∑ = 0, D is called a empty siphon at M0. 

A minimal siphon does not contain a siphon as a proper subset. It is called a strict mini-
mal siphon (SMS), denoted by S, if it does not contain a trap. 

An integer vector Y is called an S-invariant iff Y ≠ 0 and AT•Y = 0, where A is the 
incidence matrix. ||Y|| = {p ∈ P|Y(p) ≠ 0} is the support of Y. A Petri net N is called con-
servative iff there exists a positive integer vector Y > 0 such that MT•Y = M0

T•Y, ∀M ∈ 
R(N, M0). 
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